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CASA-PART

Concealed sliding door system 
with one upper guide.

Тransparent tempered glass 
partition made with durabe 

aluminum frame. 
Wide range of glass panels in 

custom sizes and designes upon 
your request. 

Available height of the partitions is 
up to 3000 mm without cross rails 
and up to 6000 mm with special 

design cross rails.



CASA-PART

Concealed sliding door 
system with double upper 
guide. Tempered bronze 

satin glass, duraЫe 
aluminum black color 

frame.
Opening from both sides

Custom dimensions 
available



CASA-PART

Both sides structured with 
black color vertical 

aluminium planks door 
Partition with tempered 

ultra clear glass mounted 
on hidden sliding system. 

Aluminium planks 
directions can be upon 

request. Available 
dimensions as follows: 
width up to - 1900 mm, 
heigh up to - 3050 mm



CASA-PART 

Concealed sliding system 
with door partitions 

made up of three panels 
with tempered clear 

bronze glass and 
decorative aluminium 

planks from both sides. 



CASA-PART

Concealed sliding door 
system with aluminium 

partition filled with 
tempered satin glass and 

aluminium planks. 
Custom aluminium planks 

design available.



CASA-PIVOT
UNIQE  

Unique pivot door with 
Planibel/AGC StopSol glass 

from one side and ultra 
clear from other side.



CASA-INDI 

Custom frameless black 
color aluminum door 
coupled with hidden 

system. Same level with the 
door leaf wall panels 

decorated with natural oak 
veneer and natural stone 

insert. Back side of door leaf 
interior decor also can be 

customized to glass, 
paintes, stone and other 

materials 



CASA-MONO

Frameless aluminum door 
leaf coupled with monoblock 

concealed system. Custom 
gray RAL decor for 

aluminium frames and ultra 
clear tempered custom RAL 
glass installed in same level 

with architrave.



CASA-INDI 

Primed white invisible 
door leaf. Concealed 

hinges. Magnetic lock. 
Concealed white color 
aluminium door frame. 

Wide range of dimensions 
and solutions. 



CASA-INDI

A feature of this model is 
titanium nitride decoration 

of stainless steel. 
Decorative elements made 
of the same material with 

unique polishing give it 
extravagante. 



CASA-INDI
Frameless door leaf 

decorated with graphite 
mirror installed on 

concealed aluminium 
door frame and hinges. 

Construction made 
without TOP rail of the 

door frame. 



CASA-INDI

Frameless door leaf is 
decorated with tempered 

ultra clear glossy glass 
painted in custom RAL. 

Inside and Outside opening 
is available. Door handle 

decorated in same color as 
wall panels.



CASA-INDI

Frameless door leaf is 
decorated with ultra clear 
tempered glass painted in 

custom RAL with а 
dividing natural stone 

insert in the middle. Door 
handle decorated in same 

glass decor. 
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CASA-PART 
Concealed door frame 

coupled with narrow 
door leaf aluminum 

frame decorated with 
tempered graphite clear 

glass and accessories 
specially designed for this 

model 



CASA-PART
Concealed door frame and 

narrow aluminum frame of the 
door leaf 

with ultra clear tempered glass 
and fittings specially designed 

for this model. Current door 
leaf dimension is        
2800*1000 mm. 

Wide range of anodized or 
polymer painting options for 

aluminium profile are available.



CASA-PART 
Aluminium door door leaf 

frame with satin tempered 
glass and accessories 

specially designed for this 
model



CASA-INDI
Concealed aluminium 

door frame coupled with 
wooden door leaf. The 

door leaf decorated with 
enamel. Custom milling 

made in accordance with 
customer project inquiry.
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CASA-INDI 2  

Invisible frameless sliding 
system called double 

pocket. Frameless door 
leaf decorated with 

tempered ultraclear glass 
colored with custom RAL 

from both sides. 
Synchronous soft close 

system and hidden 
handles create an 

additional living comfort



CASA-ACTIVE
Invisible single door pocket  

system painted in black color 
with narrow aluminum door 
leaf frame decorated with 

tempered bronze satin glass. 
Soft close system. 



CASA-ACTIVE  

Invisible pocket door system. 
Frameless door leaf decorated 

with custom natural OAK 
veneer. Soft close system, 

custom pull handle.
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CASA-ACTIVE

Classic single door pocket 
system with round wooden 
frame decoration. Wooden 

door leaf painted in 9003 
RAL and hidden door 

handle. Soft close system 
applied. 



CASA-MONO

Black anodized aluminium door 
frame and frameless door leaf 

coupled with Monoblock 
system. Door leaf decorated 

with tempered ultra clear 
custom RAL painted glass. 
Same decor used for door 

handle.  Back side of the door 
leaf decorated with aluminium 

composite primed panel. 
Water absurbation - 0%. 



CASA-INDI
Wooden door leaf with four 
sides aluminium edge, filled 

with solid wood in conjunction 
with OAK planks and 
tempered matt glass 

decoration. Invisible white 
color aluminium door frame. 

Same design custom wall 
paneles in accordance with 

customer project. 



CASA-INDI
Concealed door frame. Inside 

and Outside opening are 
available. The door leaf is 

decorated with tempered ultra 
clear glass with custom matt 

black paint. Automatic hidden 
door closer and hidden 

magnetic door stopper used 
for. Lever handle decorated 

with same design glass. 



 

CASA-PART 2

Concealed sliding door 
partition system designed 

by JAP. Aluminum partitions 
decorated with tempered 

ultra clear glass and 
decorative aluminum planks 

from both sides, soft close 
sliding to the oposite 

directions.



CASA-INDI 

Concealed frameless door 
leaf with aluminium black 

color door frame. Wall panels 
and door leaf decorated with 
custom natural OAK veneer 

and milled bottom in 
accordance with customer 

project. Black ironmongery.



CASA-INDI MAGIC

That door leaf just one of the 
example of Casa Doors 

possibilities to perform any 
designers ideas.  

Custom made aged mirror 
decorated with baguette frame. 
MAGIC opening with soft closed 

system used for.



CASA-INDI 

Aluminium glassed door with 
custom ceramic UV print. 

Ultra clear glass and special 
design hinges used for. Any 

drawing can be used per 
customer project. 



CASA-ALUM  
Whole construction made of 

frameless aluminium door leaf and 
frame coupled with wall panels 

around. Door leaf and wall panels 
decor made of composite 

aluminium per customer project. 
Decoration drawing repeats natural 

marbel. Middle-glossy surface. 
Same decor for door handle



CASA-INDI
Aluminium door leaf 

coupled with invisible black 
color door frame. 

Temperered black color 
glass panels around of the 
door leaf. Graphite clear 

glass with natural Oak 
decorative planks used as a 
door leaf and wall panels. 

Visible quadro hinges.  



CASA-PIVOT
          UNIQUE

Available dimensions: 
up to 3000*2500mm

Unique pivot door with 
Planibel/AGC StopSol glass 

from one side and ultra 
clear from other side.



CASA-INDI

That project made from 
100% aluminium. Used inside 

of the SPA center with high 
huimidity. Invisible door 

frame couled with frameless 
door leaf. Door leaf and wall 

panels decorated with 
aluminium composite and 
aluminium planks. Whole 

constraction painted in 
custom RAL in accordance 

with the project 
documentation. 



CASA-INDI

Frameless door leaf to 
the top of the celling. 

Invisible aluminium door 
frame, ensures perfect 

geometry. Natural veneer 
decor from the both sides 
of the door leaf. Interior 
wall panels are made of 
composite aluminium 
with customer project 

printing. Glossy surface 
for pannles and matt for 

door leaf.



CASA-MONO

Gold anodized aluminium 
door frame and frameless 

door leaf coupled with 
Monoblock system. Door 

leaf decorated with 
tempered ultra clear 

custom RAL matt glass. 
Back side of the door leaf 

decorated with aluminium 
composite primed panel. 

Custom design door 
handle and door lock.



CASA-ACTIVE 2 

Invisible double door pocket 
sliding system. Synchronous 

opening. Frameless 
aluminium doors decorated 

with ONYX drawing 
aluminium panels per 

customer design project. Soft 
close and hidden door 
handles for customer 

comfort. 
Parametrs:

Door leaf - 2500*1200 -2psc
Whole construction - 

2600*4970 
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DOOR FRAME LEAF INSIDE DOOR LEAF 

SIZE (mm) 

Opening Leaf Daar unit Opening Leaf Daar unit 

width А width В width С height L height Н height J 

 51 +   40/51 

700 

800 

900 

600 

700 

800 

676 

776 

876 

 40 +
700 

800 

900 

600 

700 

800 

692 

792 

892 

DOOR OPENING OPTIONS 

2060 

2160 

2260 

2054 

2154 

2254 

2000 

2100 

2200 

2000 

2100 

2200 

2046 

2146 

2246 

2050 

2150 

2250 

Outward opening, right Outward opening, left 

lnward opening, right 

     CASA DOORS FEATURES
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Contact information

Lithuania, Vilnius city.
 Tel. : +370 669 17 610

email : mbcasadeya@gmail.com
           : door_with_love

Танюша
Записка
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